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Abstract— Like a unique mark look framework, face 

recognition innovation can help law implementation offices 

in recognizing suspects or finding missing people. Face 

recognition is a profoundly proficient and exact device in 

investigation process. With the accessibility of the Nano 

gadgets, for example, Raspberry Pi. In this paper, a Raspberry 

Pi and cloud helped face recognition structure is proposed. A 

small portable camera put on door or wall to catch the picture, 

which is passed to Raspberry Pi for face discovery and 

acknowledgment. The proposed technique is executed on 

Raspberry Pi 3 demonstrate in Python 3 and OpenCV. Trial 

results approve the proficiency of the proposed technique in 

precise discovery of faces contrasted with cutting edge face 

location and acknowledgment strategies, and check its 

viability for upgrading law implementation benefits in keen 

urban areas. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automated embedded systems have made a lot of 

development in today’s world. The importance of such 

system in applications like surveillance, private security has 

been proven to be very constructive. This paper talks about a 

face acknowledgment framework which is planned and 

actualized for entryways bringing about savvy entryways 

dependent on IoT. The paper plans to give the data to the 

client utilizing open source innovation which contains 

OpenCV3, raspberry pi3, webcam. The implementation area 

is categorized more on local level like home, offices and 

campus. In this when any person appears in front of camera 

then it senses his image and send it through E-mail to the user. 

In view of the recovered message setting either access will be 

conceded or denied. The system is acting as a base station. 

The wireless communication is achieved using OpenCV. The 

point of the framework is to build up an ongoing face 

acknowledgment show having minimal effort arrangements 

in security. The Internet of Things (IoT) can be characterized 

as a worldwide framework which joins insightful 

administrations with situational mindfulness, and permits 

shared correspondence between a certain something and 

another, and among individuals and astute things over a 

system. Machine to Machine (M2M) correspondence is not 

the same as IoT in light of the fact that an individual does not 

legitimately control the hardware or smart instruments; they 

are in charge of imparting for the benefit of individuals. 

Particularly, IoT innovations have been empowered to impart 

by the combination of home apparatuses and cell phones. In 

this examination, we structure and actualize an IoT-based 

face discovery and acknowledgment and to improve the 

different security and checking capacities utilizing IoT 

advancements. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

Sajjad, M et. al.(2017), Face recognition technology can 

assist law enforcement agencies in identifying culprits or 

finding missing persons. Face recognition is a highly efficient 

and accurate tool in investigation processes. With the 

availability of the Nano devices such as Raspberry Pi, law 

enforcement agencies such as police can be equipped with a 

concealed and secure face recognition system. A small-sized 

portable wireless camera is to capture a video stream, which 

is passed to Raspberry Pi for face detection and recognition. 

Raspberry Pi has limited resources such as storage space, 

memory, and processing power, and therefore the proposed 

classifier is stored and trained on the cloud. [1]  

Vaidya, B et.al. (2017), Smart home automation 

system is proposed based on python, OpenCV, raspberry pi. 

The appliances are controlled by the Raspberry pi server, 

which operates according to the user command. A unique 

door monitoring system is designed based on face detection 

and recognition from a camera installed outside the main 

door. With all this feature incorporated in a single system 

with good and simple user interface, this system is cost 

effective. [2]589  

Britto, J et. al. (2018), This paper provides a detailed 

explanation of a system that aims at detecting and capturing 

the movements of people in the proximity of a door using 

webcam. The door will be able to sense the movements of 

people within a predefined range. Once the movement is 

sensed, an attached camera will click a high-quality image of 

the person. The owner can view the incoming image and 

decide the future course. [3]  

Nag, A et. al. (2018), The present security system 

has many weaknesses wherever it is simply cast and taken. 

Face Recognition supported OpenCV is brought up because 

it uses Eigen faces and reduces the scale of face images 

without losing vital features, facial images for many persons 

can be stored in the database. The captured image from pi 

camera will be sent to the authorized person through email 

for safety purposes. [4]  

D. Deshmukh et. al. (2019), The significance of such 

system in applications like surveillance, private security has 

been proven to be very effective. The paper intends to provide 

the information to the user using open source technology 

which comprises of OpenCV2, LBPH algorithm, SMTP, 

raspberry pi3. The captured image is analysed with the 

available database and if it is a match, the access is granted 

and door will open. On the contrary if the face did not match 

the captured image is then sent to the user mail using SMTP. 

The message is retrieved on raspberry pi using IMAP. Based 

on the retrieved message context either access will be granted 

or denied. The system is acting as a base station. [5]  

Shah, Dhvani et. al. (2016), The most significant 

part of any home security system is the accurate face 

detection and recognition of incoming visitors. The system 

detects the visitor’s presence, captures and sends the image 

through email instantly to the user for recognizing the 

visitors. The owner can directly login and interact with the 

system in real time without needing to maintain an additional 

server. Additional features include energy efficiency, 

intelligence, low cost, portability and high performance. [6]  

Fernandes et. al. (2015), Till today face detection is 

a burning topic for the researchers. Single board computer for 
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efficient face detection system. Raspberry Pi based single-

board computer is used for the experiments, because it 

consumes less power and is available at an affordable price. 

The key advantage of the proposed system is excellent face 

detection rates in the presence of noises, blurring effects and 

also in the presence of varying facial expressions and across 

age progressions. Python scripts are developed for the 

system, resulted are shared on request. [7] Jian, Muwei et. al. 

(2015), In video surveillance, the captured face images are 

usually of low resolution (LR). Thus, a framework based on 

singular value decomposition (SVD) for performing both face 

hallucination and recognition simultaneously is proposed in 

this paper. Conventionally, LR face recognition is carried out 

by super-resolving the LR input face first, and then 

performing face recognition to identify the input face. For 

each LR input face, the corresponding LR and high-resolution 

(HR) face-image pairs can then be selected from the face 

gallery. [8]  

Ha et. al. (2015), Recently, digital door locks have 

been widely used as part of the IoT (Internet of Things). In 

this study, a digital door lock system that can work with the 

IoT environment is proposed. It is designed and implemented 

to enhance security and convenience. The proposed system 

provides strengthened security functions that can transfer 

recorded images to a user’s mobile device when an invalid 

user attempts an illegal operation. [9]  

Jain, A et. al. (2019) Security in home is now being 

directed from traditional methodologies to automation with 

the help of Internet. Since doors are the gateway to our 

homes, therefore it is necessary to make them more secure. 

The smart locking system’s performance can be evaluated on 

the basis of identification accuracy, intrusiveness, and cost. 

Our system connects WIFI-enabled Android devices with 

firebase server using Raspberry Pi and enables user to answer 

the door when the doorbell is pressed. [10]  

Kowsalya, P et. al. (2019), This method of camera is 

fixed in the class room and its capture the images then the 

faces are detected. To store the dataset and capture the 

images. Otherwise the faces are recognized and marking the 

attendance. It has used python high level language and 

currently advanced level of open CV source to use in this 

system. the objective this project is to perform face 

recognition in order to produce the details name the student. 

[11]  

Jayakumar, A et. al. (2018), The system contains 

database of face patterns of local suspects which is compared 

with the face pattern of the person triggering the system, and 

image processing is done in real time to correctly identify the 

detected face.  In this project, different types of surveillance 

systems which already exist are analysed, and the methods of 

having a portable surveillance system were developed using 

Raspberry Pi.  [12]   

Rath, B et. al. (2018), Its integration into security 

systems as well as other aspects of technology has caused 

researchers around the globe to come up with numerous 

methods of recognition using different concepts. Hence, it 

makes use of the most readily available and student-friendly 

development board, the Raspberry Pi, for image processing. 

The goal of this paper is to compare few widely used methods 

of face detection and conclude as to which is better at the task. 

[13]  

Nguyen, T et. al. (2018), We propose a robust 

security based on face recognition system. In particular, we 

develop this system to giving access into a home for 

authenticated users. The accuracy of the classifier is 

incrementally improved as the user starts using the system. 

By using a deep learning framework - TensorFlow, it will be 

easy to reuse the framework to adopt with many devices and 

applications. [14]  

Sharma et. al. (2018) mainly focused on the usage of 

internet to provide secured home automation. We can control 

all our electronic devices through the Internet. We don’t need 

to switch off or on the electrical things physically. We can 

control every electronic thing through the process. We don’t 

need to help a person for open or close the door. We can also 

open or close the door from remote distance on our smart 

phone or computer. It’s a digital process through which we 

can control every switch from distance place. To provide 

security, we have used OpenCV with door camera and 

provided a cloud-based security. [15] 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

 
Fig. A  Block Diagram 

 
Fig. B: Generalized block diagram 

  The design and implementation of the face 

recognition system is shown in fig. Starting with the 

connecting part the web is connected with the power supply 

as well as with the raspberry pi. The web cam will start 
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detecting and recognizing face. The input from the web cam 

will be given to the raspberry pi. The raspberry pi is 

responsible for face recognition and to carry out further 

process. The programming flow in the system will decide if 

the captured image is present in the database or not. The 

raspberry pi will make sure that the response received is 

exactly match to the stored response.   

IV. FLOW CHART 

 
Fig. C: Flow Chart 

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION   

 Raspberry Pi 

In this project we have use raspberry pi 3 for computing 

operations. Raspberry pi 3 is equipped with system on chip 

(SoC) BCM2837 processor with ARM Cortex-A53 as its 

CPU core. The raspberry pi 3 provides cost effective solution 

yet with powerful computing speed in developing face 

recognition system. The raspberry pi 3 is assembled with 

Raspbian working framework with a SD card of 16 GB and 1 

GB RAM. The raspberry pi 3 makes a perfect choice for 

implementing real time face recognition system with its 1.2 

GHZ clock speed. . The board provides wireless connectivity 

with 802.11n wireless LAN (Wi-Fi) for sending and receiving 

email.  

 
Fig. D: Raspberry Pi 

 Web cam  

In this project we have use intex web cam. It provides 30 mp. 

The web cam is connected with the raspberry pi. It transmits 

pixel data from the camera to the processor.  

 
Fig. E: Web Cam 

 
Fig. F: Circuit Diagram 

VI. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 Face_Trainer.py  

#Program to train with the faces and create a YAML file  

import cv2 #For Image processing   

import numpy as np #For converting Images to Numerical 

array  import os #To handle directories   

from PIL import Image #Pillow lib for handling images   

face_cascade = 

cv2.CascadeClassifier('haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml'

) recognizer = cv2.createLBPHFaceRecognizer()  

Face_ID = -1  pev_person_name = "" y_ID = [] x_train = []  

Face_Images = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), "Face_Images") 

#Tell the program where we have saved the face images  print 

(Face_Images)  

 for root, dirs, files in os.walk(Face_Images): #go to the face 

image directory    for file in files: #check every directory in it   

if file.endswith("jpeg") or file.endswith("jpg") or 

file.endswith("png"): #for image files ending with jpeg,jpg or 

png   
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path = os.path.join(root, file)    person_name = 

os.path.basename(root)    print(path, person_name)    

if pev_person_name!=person_name: #Check if the name of 

person has changed   

Face_ID=Face_ID+1 #If yes increment the ID count  

pev_person_name = person_name  

       

Gery_Image = Image.open(path).convert("L") # convert the 

image to greysclae using Pillow  

      Crop_Image = 

Gery_Image.resize( (550,550) , Image.ANTIALIAS)  

#Crop the Grey Image to 550*550 (Make sure your face is in 

the center in all image)  

Final_Image = np.array(Crop_Image, "uint8")  

    #print(Numpy_Image)  

Faces = face_cascade.detectMultiScale(Final_Image, 

scaleFactor=1.5,  

minNeighbors=5) #Detect The face in all sample image   

print (Face_ID,faces) 

for (x,y,w,h) in faces: 

roi = Final_Image[y:y+h, x:x+w] #crop the Region of Interest  

(ROI)  

x_train.append(roi)   

y_ID.append(Face_ID) 

  recognizer.train(x_train, np.array(y_ID)) #Create a 

Matrix of Training data  recognizer.save("face-trainner.yml") 

#Save the matrix as YML file 

 Face_Recog.py  

 #Program to Detect the Face and Recognize the Person based 

on the data from facetrainner.yml  

 import cv2 #For Image processing   

import numpy as np #For converting Images to Numerical 

array  import os #To handle directories   

from PIL import Image #Pillow lib for handling images   

labels = ["Sai krishna"] 

face_cascade = 

cv2.CascadeClassifier('haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml'

) recognizer = cv2.createLBPHFaceRecognizer() 

recognizer.load("face-trainner.yml")  

 cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0) #Get vidoe feed from the Camera  

 while(True):  

 ret, img = cap.read() # Break video into frames   

gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

#convert Video frame to Greyscale     faces = 

face_cascade.detectMultiScale(gray, scaleFactor=1.5, 

minNeighbors=5) #Recog.  

faces     for (x, y, w, h) in faces:  

roi_gray = gray[y:y+h, x:x+w] #Convert Face to greyscale   

id_, conf = recognizer.predict(roi_gray) #recognize the Face  

if conf>=80:  

font = cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX #Font style for 

the name          name = labels[id_] #Get the 

name from the List using ID number         

 cv2.putText(img, name, (x,y), font, 1, (0,0,255), 2) 

cv2.rectangle(img,(x,y),(x+w,y+h),(0,255,0),2) 

    cv2.imshow('Preview',img) #Display the Video     if 

cv2.waitKey(20) & 0xFF == ord('q'):  

      break  

# When everything done, release the capture cap.release() 

cv2.destroyAllWindows() 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

 As we start with raspberry pi as a functioning model 

associated with web cam and other component. The web cam 

is detecting the face of the person and recognizing with the 

stored database recognized and raspberry pi. 

 

 
Fig. G: Face recognition result 

 
Fig. H: Face Recognition System 
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VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE  

 The accessibility of OpenCV ends up being worthwhile to 

configuration Face acknowledgment framework more on 

nearby dimension. The more varieties of the face preparing 

information the framework has, the better face 

acknowledgment is and furthermore the less odds of naming 

the obscure face from one of the accessible databases. The 

utilization of OpenCV library ends up being powerful for face 

discovery and face acknowledgment. It demonstrates the 

coordination of OpenCV library with raspberry pi and web 

cam. In future it very well may be use for creature checking 

in National parks or asylums. It can likewise utilize in keen 

home computerization, home observation etc.  
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